Introduction and aim

An early education to avoid an excessive protein and salt consumption is now considered crucial for obesity and hypertension prevention. Complementary feeding (CF) practices are debated among Pediatricians, first of all about protein and salt consumption is now considered crucial for obesity and hypertension prevention. Complementary feeding (CF) practices are debated among Pediatricians, first of all about protein and salt consumption during the first year of life. The aim of the present study was to analyze if timing of CF, modalities, and nutritional advice in the first year of life were related with the criterion considered for CF start among Pediatricians.

Methods

An online Survey was conducted in march 2018 among Family Pediatricians in Italy investigating the criterion for CF start among Pediatricians. A Good Nutritional Practice (GNP) was acknowledged to those Pediatricians who declared to give advice for meat quantity and salt consumption during the first year of life respect to those who declared to demand any advice. Participating Pediatricians were informed about recommended physical activity, adjusted for sex, age, and degree of overweight. They were equipped with exercise recorder for a period of 8 weeks. Before start of the study and after 8 weeks of effort, has been made anthropometric measurements, electrical bioimpedance and blood serum was collected. Adropin and adiponectin concentrations in serum were determined by ELISA.

Results

Our data suggest that the criterion most considered for CF start might be associated with timing, modality of feeding and specific dietary practices. A Good Nutritional Practice (GNP) was followed by 85% of them. Among 75% declared to counsel CF start between 5 and 6 months of age, 17% before 5 months and 8% after 6 months. Concerning CF modalities, 38% suggested Traditional pureed foods spoon feeding following written recommendations (T), 13% suggested a sort of Baby-led weaning (B) while the majority (49%) declared to use both according with family characteristics. Concerning specific advices, 89% declared to suggest meat quantity during the first year of life and 91% suggest to introduce added salt only after 12 months of age. A GPN was followed by 85% of them.

Conclusions

Our data suggest that the criterion most considered for CF start might be associated with timing, timing, modality of feeding and specific dietary practices. A Good Nutritional Practice (GNP) was followed by 85% of them. Among 75% declared to counsel CF start between 5 and 6 months of age, 17% before 5 months and 8% after 6 months. Concerning CF modalities, 38% suggested Traditional pureed foods spoon feeding following written recommendations (T), 13% suggested a sort of Baby-led weaning (B) while the majority (49%) declared to use both according with family characteristics. Concerning specific advices, 89% declared to suggest meat quantity during the first year of life and 91% suggest to introduce added salt only after 12 months of age. A GPN was followed by 85% of them. NN Pediatricians had a significantly earlier CF starting, an higher use of T modality, meat quantity and added salt advices, and followed more frequently a GNP with the criterion (p<0.001). Conclusions Our data suggest that the criterion most considered for CF start might be associated with timing, modality and nutritional advices during the first year of life. Pediatricians following the developmental readiness position for CF start could less frequently give to parents adequate nutritional advices for hypertension and obesity prevention. An effort aimed to integrate new CF practices with adequate nutritional recommendations should be strongly encouraged.

Introduction

The number of obese people is increasing, and its negative impact on the people’s health is significant. The relationship between physical activity and obesity is still under investigation. One of components responsible for the metabolism are adipokines such as adropin or adiponectin. The purpose of this study was to investigate, whether the controlled physical activity affects the concentrations of adipokines and may play role in treatment of obesity in children.

Material and Methods

34 obese children aged 5–18 years were involved to the dynamic prospective study. The reference group consisted of 16 healthy children. The participants were informed about recommended physical activity, adjusted for sex, age, and degree of overweight. They were equipped with exercise recorder for a period of 8 weeks. Before start of the study and after 8 weeks of effort, has been made anthropometric measurements, electrical bioimpedance and blood serum was collected. Adropin and adiponectin concentrations in serum were determined by ELISA.

Results

In the study group, 22 children decreased BMI Z-score. Average BMI Z-score has decreased from 2.75±0.43 at baseline to 2.51±0.31 at the end of the study (p<0.05). In the whole study group, there was no statistical significant differences in the concentrations of adiponectin and adropin compared between study points and the control group. In contrast, significantly increase the concentration of adropin after 8 weeks, in group of patients who have lowered their BMI Z-Score (38.84±20.29 vs. 64.54±40.45 pg/ml, p<0.01). Conclusions Controlled physical activity leads to reduction of obesity in children and increases serum adropin concentration, which may play role in prevention of obesity complications.
Six patients had significant developmental delay, particularly in the domains of speech and behaviour. Three of the patients have weights <9th centile. Five of the patients had documented head circumferences, and all were normocephalic proportional to height and weight. Both patients with GAMT deficiency had epilepsy which responded to treatment with creatine and ornithine. Three patients with CRTR also had epilepsy. Two patients with CRTR have been treated with creatine and creatine/arginine/glycine/S-adenosylmethionine in combination, without notable effect on clinical symptoms or MR spectroscopy findings, which is in keeping with expectations for this condition.

The four patients with CRTR are hemizygous for pathogenic mutations in the SLC6A8 gene, de novo in two patients and maternally inherited in another, one has not had parental testing. The siblings with GAMT deficiency are compound heterozygous for mutations in the GAMT gene.

**Conclusion**

Although rare in Ireland, these treatable disorders are likely under-diagnosed. In a patient with developmental delay (particularly speech impairment) and behavioural difficulties, consideration should be given to sending a urine sample for analysis of creatine/creatinine ratio and guanidinoacetate, particularly if there is comorbid epilepsy.
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**Background**

Cerebral creatine deficiency is caused by rare inherited disorders of either creatine biosynthesis (i.e. guanidinoacetoate methyltransferase (GAMT) and arginine:glycine amidotransferase (AGAT) deficiency), or creatine transport (i.e. creatine transporter deficiency, CRTR). Clinical features include variable hypotonia, speech delay (often the dominant feature), seizures, extrapyramidal signs and behavioural issues. Patients may have feeding issues and low weight. There is some evidence that early treatment of these disorders is successful, particularly in GAMT and AGAT deficiency.

**Method**

A retrospective chart review was undertaken of all patients who have attended the national metabolic referral centres at Dublin and Belfast with creatine deficiency. Details recorded included history, clinical findings, treatments and results of laboratory, genetic and radiological investigations.

**Results**

Six patients with current ages between 5 and 29 years were identified with a confirmed disorder of creatine metabolism – four male patients with X-linked CRTR and two female siblings with autosomal recessive GAMT deficiency. Initial diagnosis was made on urine biochemistry (analysis of creatine/creatinine and guanidinoacetate) in two patients, on MR spectroscopy in three patients (creatin peak significantly reduced) and via exome sequencing in one patient. All cases were confirmed biochemically and genetically. Despite onset of symptoms before the age of 2 years, mean age at diagnosis was 7.5 years, with range from 20 months to 17 years.

Mitochondrial disorders (MD) in childhood represent a heterogeneous group of disease. The most common cause of MD is respiratory chain complex I (CI) deficiency, which may be caused by mutations in either nuclear or the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). In the cohort of 106 unrelated families with mtDNA mutations from our region with 10,5 million of inhabitants, the multisystem MD due mtDNA mutations in MT-ND genes for structural subunits of CI were recognized in 12 families with 13 affected children.

**Results**

In the group of 13 patients, altogether 8 different heteroplasmic mtDNA mutations in MT-ND genes were found. Mutations in MT-ND5 gene were most frequent including one novel mutation m.13091T>C. Six children with the mutation heteroplasm >60% had Leigh syndrome and significantly worse prognosis than five patients with heteroplasm <60%, who developed MELAS syndrome with stroke-like episodes. In last two children, the diseases started with optic neuropathy but both children transitioned later to multisystem diseases compatible with MELAS syndrome. The activities of CI in isolated muscle mitochondria were decreased in most patients and analyses with [1-14C]pyruvate, [U-14C]malate and [1,4-14C]isocitrate substrates revealed decreased CO2 production in some patients. Protected.

**Conclusions**

Children with the multisystem MD due to CI deficiency and heteroplasmic mtDNA mutations usually develop Leigh or MELAS syndromes and represent approximately 11% of families with maternally inherited MD diagnosed in our region. Early onset of the disease and higher level of heteroplasm of mtDNA mutations resulted in Leigh